Econ 281 Syllabus - Part 2
Instructor: Johannes Wieland

1 Requirements

See Ross Starr’s syllabus. I expect you to have read the starred papers on the reading list before class.

2 Class presentations

Everyone attending class must present a non-starred paper from this syllabus or from Ross’s syllabus. This includes those auditing the class unless there are no more slots left. Papers must be picked by the end of week 6.

3 Preliminary outline


Lawrence J Christiano, Roberto Motto, and Massimo Rostagno. Financial factors in economic fluctuations. 2010


* Marco Del Negro, Marc P Giannoni, and Christina Patterson. The forward guidance puzzle. FRB of New York Staff Report, (574), 2012


Johannes F Wieland and Mu-Jeung Yang. Financial dampening. 2015

8. Lecture 8 & 9 (11/30/2015, 12/2/2015): Class presentations